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Tariffs – Loading devices & Europallet exchange
Schenker Switzerland AG

Imports into Switzerland

EXW/FCA

CHF 4.– for concurrently exchange*

CPT/CIP/DAT/DAP/DDP

Only possible for defined exchange countries*

Exports from Switzerland

EXW/FCA

CHF 4.– for concurrently exchange*

CPT/CIP/DAT/DAP/DDP

Only possible for defined exchange countries*

Return of exchange devices with a separate order

Europallet CHF 2.20/piece
Minimum per loading order CHF 22.00

EUR-Exchange framework CHF 6.60/piece
Minimum per loading order CHF 22.00

Cover CHF 1.10/piece
Minimum per loading order CHF 22.00

Empty EPAL box pallet CHF 33.00/unit by 1-3 pieces
Empty EPAL box pallet CHF 26.40/unit by 4-5 pieces
Empty EPAL box pallet CHF 22.00/unit by 6 and more pieces

* Loading equipment & EURO pallet exchange is only possible for shipments to/from the following countries: Germany, Austria, Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg
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Exchange regulations
Schenker Switzerland AG

Regulations for non-exchangeable EPAL Euro paletts
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A board is missing

A block is missing or split into such a way that more
than one nail shank is visible

A bottom or deck board is splintered in such a way that
More than one nail shank is visible

Twisted blocks must not protrude moren than 10 mm

A board is broken transversally or diagonally

The marking on the right and the marking on the left
are missing

Further features of poor generel condition:

‒ The safe working load is no longer guaranteed (rotten and decayed, heavy splintering, damaged
stringers)

‒ The pallet is contaminated in such a way that this may lead to the contamination of the payload
‒ Heavy splintering is visible on several blocks
‒ Unacceptable components have clearly been used (e.g. boards that are too thin, blocks that are to

small

Euro pallets with the following block markings are fully 
exchangeable

Left corner block EPAL or a railway sign Right corner block EPAL or EUR

Best known railway signs in Switzerland

Further approved train signs :

EPAL box pallet

Only EPAL box pallet in perfect condition

Source: http://www.europalettentausch.ch/home

http://www.europalettentausch.ch/home

